**Project Title:** EagleNet Search for Sections problems

**Sponsor or Approver:** Dena Campie

**Contact Information:** Enrollment Services 216KH, ext. 5476

**Project Description and Scope:** The subroutine used by the EagleNet Search for Sections page when searching on the "Course Title Keyword(s)" is messed up. The case of the text can prevent a section being found. (I can give examples if you need them.) We know for sure this caused us to have to cancel at least one section this spring, so it probably contributed to others as well.

Two AnswerNet documents, #10754.82 and #13861.44, address it. 10754.82 has a workaround, which I've attached. Would you please implement the workaround in Live3 for testing?

Also, I did an "Add Me" on the documents. But if there's a way we can speak more loudly to them, since this "medium" impact bug affects our bottom line, it would be a good idea.

**Most Important Requirements:**

**Colleague Module:** ST

**Additional Information:**

**People or Departments Impacted:**

**Project Dependencies:**

**Project Risks:**

**Additional Notes:**